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The first gold medal of last year’s Beijing Olympics was awarded not in the Water Cube or the 
Bird’s Nest stadium (above), but at a nearby McDonald’s restaurant. 

At an event attended by dignitaries including Peter Ueberroth, then chairman of the US 
Olympic Committee, and Timo Lumme, the International Olympic Committee’s marketing 
director, on the eve of the opening ceremony, four teams of McDonald’s employees raced to 
make as many hamburgers as they could in three minutes. One team was coached by Carl 
Lewis, the US sprinter. As the excitement rose, Mr Ueberroth jokingly suggested to Mr Lumme: 
“Maybe you will accept Building a Big Mac as an event in the Olympic Games.” 

It is easy to lampoon such marketing stunts as tacky parodies of the Olympic spirit, yet it is in 
part by tolerating – and, to a degree, embracing – such overt commercialism in the margins of 
the games that the Olympic movement has transformed itself in the past 25 years from a body 
brought to its knees by terrorism and political boycotts into an organisation of extraordinary 
prosperity and power.  

With the IOC meeting in Copenhagen next week to decide who will host the 2016 summer 
games, the question is how the world’s most powerful sporting movement is coping with the 
recession. The answer: extremely well.  

Four years after London won the right to stage the 2012 Olympics, organisers are well on the 
way to meeting their national sponsorship target of £650m, with about 20 sponsors so far 
contributing more than £500m in cash and value-in-kind services.  

“We made a very conscious decision ... to bring the business partners on early,” says Lord 
Coe, chairman of the London 2012 organising committee. “Our view was that this is an 
extraordinary economy ... but life does change and it was unlikely that over the course of the 
seven years it was going to remain at that level.”  

The Olympic movement generates revenue from four main sources: sponsorship, broadcasting 
rights, ticketing and merchandising/licensing. In the four years culminating with the Athens 
Olympics in 2004, income from these areas totalled $4.2bn. Official figures for the Olympic 
“quadrennium” ending with last year’s Beijing games are not expected until next month, but 
estimates put the total for 2005-08 at $5.4bn. That was achieved when economic conditions 
were generally buoyant and with a strong contribution from the fast-developing Chinese 
market. 



By contrast, the movement’s commercial success in the lead-up to London has largely been 
down to a shift from sponsorship to broadcasting rights as the fastest-growing source of 
revenue.  

Of the income earned in the 2005-08 period, just under half – $2.57bn – came from 
broadcasting rights. Yet, according to Richard Carrión, a Puerto Rican banker who has chaired 
the IOC’s finance commission since 2002 and is one of the movement’s foremost business 
strategists, for 2009-12, “we will probably come in north of $3.8bn”.  

Mr Carrión can be confident about this near 50 per cent expansion because almost all the deals 
have already been signed. IOC negotiating teams have moved on to agreements for 2013-16. 

The IOC has the luxury of being able to negotiate so far in advance because of the huge 
viewing figures the summer Olympics attracts. According to the Futures Sport and 
Entertainment consultancy, the opening ceremony at Beijing achieved “the largest TV audience 
of all time”, with a global live average of 593m and a total audience of close to 1bn. 

“We can already predict with confidence that the 2016 Olympic Games will be, by a country 
mile, the most popular global TV event of that year,” says Kevin Alavy, FSE’s head of analytics.  

Beyond the advantage of predictability, the IOC has also generated growth by modifying its 
model of negotiating media rights. Historically, outside the US, rights were sold via regional 
blocs. So, for the Beijing games, TV rights for China were sold as part of a regional deal with 
the Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union that brought in $18.1m.  

For 2009-12, however, Chinese rights across all broadcast platforms have been sold separately 
to CCTV, China’s main state broadcaster, raising $100m.  

Similarly, the IOC has split Europe’s five biggest markets – the UK, Germany, Spain, France 
and Italy – for 2013-16, preferring to negotiate directly with broadcasters rather than with the 
pan-continental European Broadcasting Union, its traditional partner. According to Mr Alavy, 
this arrangement makes it much easier for the IOC “to build competition” between media 
outlets, thus driving up revenue.  

The IOC has also been quick to see how digital technology can be made to work to its 
advantage. Though the Olympic Charter commits the movement to ensuring “the widest 
possible audience” for the games, the IOC has been able to sell rights to pay-TV companies by 
limiting to 200 hours the amount of live coverage that must be available free-to-air. 

“For other sports properties, pay-TV is a substitute for free-to-air; for the Olympic Games, the 
two media are complementary,” says Mr Alavy. “Prior to the proliferation of channels and 
media platforms that digitalisation has made possible, you could say that the Olympic Games 
was almost too big. People only have one head and two eyes; there was only so much they 
could watch. Now the movement can cater much better for specialist audiences.” 

Mr Carrión says: “You are going to have a wider set of media platforms to amortise the 
investment and give people more choice as to how and when you can see these things.” 

While media rights have surged in value, the recession has affected growth in corporate 
sponsorship, which provides the Olympic movement’s second-biggest income stream – even 
though -arenas are kept advertising-free.  

Jacques Rogge, IOC president, recently disclosed that the nine sponsors in the Olympic Partner 
programme (TOP) so far signed for 2009-12, which include Samsung and McDonald’s, have 
yielded “a little over $900m” in cash and value-in-kind services. This is more than the $866m 



raised by the programme in 2005-08, though far below the rate of growth the movement has 
come to expect. 

Some believe that the TOP programme has exhausted its growth potential. The time may have 
come for the movement to consider changes to its corporate sponsorship programmes by, for 
example, trying harder to appeal to less traditional brands.  

“I think the IOC will find it more difficult to sell the types of sponsorship they have been 
successful in marketing up to this point,” says Andrew Benett, global chief strategy officer for 
Euro RSCG Worldwide, the advertising agency.  

Even Mr Carrión admits that reform is “something clearly that one has to look at”. However, 
with one TOP sponsor, Coca-Cola, already signed up until 2020, the direction of any such 
reform may not become clear until after the 2016 games have taken place. 

 

How the Olympics became a big business 

The Olympic movement is a commercial powerhouse generating more than $5bn in revenue 
every four years. But in the late 1970s and early 1980s, terrorism and cold war politics had 
brought it to such a low ebb that scarcely any cities wanted to hold the games. Three 
developments were critical to the turnround: 

● The 1984 Los Angeles Olympics were a surprise success. The $200m-plus profit 
demonstrated that the games did not have to be a commercial liability. 

● TOP – the Olympic Partner Programme – was implemented. The first programme, for 1985-
88, raised $96m. By 2005-08, the total had climbed to $866m. 

● The IOC became much more proficient at exploiting competition between the networks for 
US broadcasting rights for the Olympic Games. The first breakthrough came when ABC paid 
$309m for the 1988 Calgary winter Olympics, more than three times what it had paid for the 
Sarajevo games four years before. 
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